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February 2nd, 2018  

Weekly Market Update 
 

A rise in global bond yields was the main focus this past week as the earnings season rolled on and the 

U.S. Federal Reserve left its target interest rate unchanged as expected. The sharp rise in long-term yields 

in particular weighed on equity market sentiment worldwide while earnings news was largely upbeat, despite 

the late-week misses by a few key technology names. Equity markets worldwide finished lower on the week.  

On the economic front, manufacturing activity remained relatively robust with data points continuing to 

suggest above-trend economic growth. A couple key consumer confidence readings held firm in January 

while housing prices continued their upward march. Existing home sales data was a little softer than 

expected, but extremely tight inventories continue to weigh on overall activity. The fourth quarter's nonfarm 

productivity numbers disappointed, ticking lower on an annualized basis. Overall, weak productivity 

continues to baffle economists and suggests the U.S. economy's long-term growth potential remains below 

average. January's nonfarm payroll numbers topped expectations and previous months were revised higher. 

Wage growth picked up pace slightly, matching estimates. The strong employment report helped to push the 

10-year U.S. Treasury yield to its highest point in four years. 

Next week will be another busy one for earnings reports while the economic calendar is relatively light. 

The ISM Services Index is one of the few releases likely to garner attention. We also run into the latest 

government spending deadline on February 8, 2018. Without a deal, the U.S. government could shut down 

again. But it appears a short-term resolution is likely. Another deadline is fast approaching, however. March 

5, 2018 is a key date as that is when the Trump Administration said it will end the Deferred Action for 

Childhood Arrivals program, something Democrats are eager to avert. Immigration is the latest sticking point 

in getting a funding bill done and time may be running out. Further complicating the spending situation is the 

potential for the U.S. Government running up against the debt ceiling. Some have estimated this to occur in 

early March. So the debt limit issue will need to be addressed very soon as well. We could see volatility 

across asset classes pick up some more as we approach these key deadlines and the partisan back and 

forth unfolds. 

Yields have steadily moved higher across the maturity spectrum this year. Inflation expectations have 

risen and the market-implied odds of a March rate-hike by the Fed are near 100%. Equity market action this 

past week suggests to us market participants may be becoming a little concerned with the pace at which 

yields are rising. We saw a little more volatility this week with the S&P 500 Index posting its worst weekly 

performance since February 2016. January 26, 2018 is the current high-water mark for the broad market 

index and the decline this week brought it closer to falling more than 3% from a recent high, something it has 

not done in over a year. We have voiced concern before that a quick move higher in long-term rates poses a 

risk to equity markets and we may be seeing some of that beginning to unfold. A roughly 17 basis points 

move in 10-year yields in a week is quite strong in our view, and rates are up nearly 40 basis points since 

the beginning of the year. At a minimum, higher inflation expectations have served to dampen some of the 

bullish sentiment across risk assets. We expect inflation to move higher but remain low relative to history. 

While we think inflation concerns could continue to drive volatility higher over the months ahead, we do not 

think this means that the end of the bull market is at hand.  
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The global economic backdrop remains quite healthy in our view and there are few signs that economic 

activity is wavering. We are seeing evidence that growth is picking up. Furthermore, earnings news 

continues to surprise on the upside. With over half of S&P 500 companies having reported, we are seeing a 

high rate of companies beat both revenues and earnings, something you typically see during the early 

stages of an economic recovery. The fact that we are seeing these strong numbers before the full impact of 

the recent tax reform law is felt on corporate profits is encouraging to us. In addition, the equity market gains 

so far this year have been largely driven by rising earnings and faster economic growth. These gains are not 

a result of expanding multiples, so stocks are not necessarily getting more expensive.  

While valuations remain elevated and a concern for us, our indicators continue to suggest a low risk of a 

recession unfolding over the near term. Given this and the potential for faster earnings growth over the next 

couple of quarters, we continue to believe favoring risk assets in our dynamic positioning makes sense. We 

have been expecting a rise in volatility and are on alert for any shift in our indicators that warrant a more 

defensive positioning in the dynamic sleeve. For the time being, we continue to maintain minimal exposure 

to nominal U.S. Treasuries, preferring instead some inflation-protected Treasury exposure given what we 

see as the potential for higher inflation and the need to keep some bond holdings as a ballast to "risk-off" 

trading. Overall, we continue to have an underweight position in bonds given the prospects for faster 

economic growth, a pickup in inflation and less monetary policy accommodation worldwide. All of which 

could keep upward pressure on interest rates. 

Regardless of the market’s near-term direction, it is important to remember that setting the appropriate 

strategic asset allocation for your circumstances and risk preferences are important steps to executing your 

financial plan. If you would like to discuss your asset allocation, time horizon, or risk tolerance please 

contact us at 303-470-1209 and we would be happy to address your concerns. 

Disclosures: 

• Kummer Financial Strategies, LLC is an SEC registered investment advisor. 

• Investors should be aware of risk when investing, including potential loss of principal. 

• Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  Rebalancing, asset allocation or alternative 
strategies may or may not produce positive results. 

• Performance, economic, and market statistics were provided by Yahoo Finance and Ned Davis Research. 
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